Maximum Security Gate Operator
for High-Use Passageways
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Tymetal offers innovative products that are specifically designed for the correctional industry. New
models include features that facility security and maintenance staffs require to maximize security and
minimum system maintenance.

SECURE
PLUSS sallyport locking systems feature a keyless three-point positive
locking capability making it impossible to open the gate except by electrical
operation or emergency hand-cranking. The hand crank is contained within
the secure motor box. A state of the art locking device enables the system
to positively lock either a chain link fence panel or a steel door in three
secure locations along the leading edge of the gate or steel door.

RELIABLE
PLUSS vehicle sallyport locking systems are installed throughout the correctional market. These
innovative locking devices have earned the reputation of being the most cost advantageous systems in
today’s correctional market. Our products perform! Tymetal’s commitment to service, timely delivery,
producing products with low maintenance requirements, and providing outstanding training/technical
support services make Tymetal the leader in the industry.

DURABLE
Inclement weather conditions or inmate tampering are no match for the PLUSS locking systems!
PLUSS systems feature an enclosed drive assembly. The entire drive and locking mechanisms are
encased in a 10 gauge galvanized steel enclosure. The enclosure protects the locking and drive
assemblies that provide positive engagement without the loss of draw force, (force to open and close
the gate/steel door). In addition, the 10 gauge galvanized steel enclosure offers superior protection
against possible tampering.

SYSTEM OPTIONS
PLUSS-10
For maximum
security
applications and
openings up to
30’ wide, this
system is
designed to
accommodate
steel doors with
weights up to
6,000 lbs.

Tymetal ships the highest
quality enclosure systems
nationwide to installers
from two locations:
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In New York
2549 State Route 40
Greenwich, NY 12834

Bi-Parting PLUSS
Split the middle securely! Bi-parting PLUSS is
ideal for confined areas where operational space is
limited. The locking column is located in the center
of the gate, attached to one of the gate panels

In Texas
4501 Dixie Farm Road
Pearland, TX 77581

800-328-GATE (4283)
www.tymetal.com

